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Presentation Notes
Esri Conservation Program was founded in 1989 to provide GIS and computer technology support to the global conservation community.  We have donated tens of millions in software, training, books, data and hardware to over 10,000 organizations since then.  More recently we are working on improved scientific support to the global conservation community through textbooks and tools for conservation planning, and investigations into common issues affecting conservation groups large and small.



GIS, Esri and Conservation 
• Esri helped create the profession and industry of GIS 
• 40 year history of figuring out what professional land managers & 

planners need to do their work 
• Conducted hundreds of gis projects that integrate current science with 

professional practice to create useable conservation products, tools 
and workflows 

• Working with Aerial Information Systems, built early GIS-based 
Integrated Terrain Unit maps for US Forest Service in the 1970’s  

• Working with AIS, Nature Conservancy and University of California  
created early version of NVC for the National Parks vegetation 
mapping program in 1995-2000 
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Esri has a long history of partnership with other conservation and science organizations, and one such partnership in 1995 helped evolve the new National Vegetation Classification.  As part of that team we created a national grant of GIS software and support to every national park in the USA to help all of them become familiar with gis technology.There has been exciting progress in the NVC since that time, and explosive growth in GIS use and capacity across the entire global conservation and ecological communities.   This talk will look at the current status of NVC mapping in relation to the needs of a global community of conservation planners.



Planning and Cadastres 

• As esri learned about standard tools and technologies we also learned 
about how open standards, basemaps and framework data support 
professionals 
 

• Cadastre normally applies to parcel maps, authoritative surveys that 
form the basis of land ownership and taxation.  General Plan maps are 
another kind of cadastre that define what is permitted. 
 

• Conservationists need an ecological cadastre that represents 
authoritative boundaries of ecological communities at the finest 
possible scale, to guide conservation planning efforts. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After working with conservation planners for a long time one of the things this community of practice could really use is an authoritative cadastre. What precise land surveys did for private land ownership and national economies, perhaps a GIS-based ecological cadastre can do for conservation planning and land management.



US National / International Vegetation Classification 

• 8-level hierarchy based on traditional ecological & taxonomic concepts 

• Currently at version 2, now a formal panel of the ESA 

• Embraces the notion at the topmost level that human-modified 

vegetation is equally important to understand for conservation 

• Being adopted at multiple scales for mapping projects worldwide, but 

using a variety of mapping methods. 

• See also: http://usnvc.org 
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For the folks attending who may not have heard about the NVC



Classification versus Mapping 

• Classification tells you what is at a plot point 
• Classification cannot tell you where the boundaries are 
• Mapping a classification requires photointerpreters and 
ecologists working as a team. 
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Classification is pretty well understood thanks to hundreds of years of taxonomic traditions.  Mapping not so much. For most of those centuries it was little more than descriptive cartography and geographic studies on the meaning of landscape forms and changes.  Only with the growth of geographic information systems in the past few decades has there been a quantitative tool for the spatial sciences that has allowed mapping to become more rigorous, repeatable and predictive.  Even with this tool, precise mapping of ecological boundaries requires the interpretive and drafting skills of the photointerpreter, working closely with the quantitative & scientific skills of the ecologist.



NVC Scope and Scale 

• NVC mapping is now going on using 2 different approaches at 2 scales 
•   - NPS & field methods: in California and National Parks,  

(several dozen parks and regions mapped to nvc alliance, 10,000’s of features, CNPS, CDFW) 

 
•   - Global Remote Sensing Methods: In USA, Africa, South America 

(Lower 48 = 8.5 billion cell raster, nearly 1000 classes, USGS GAP, USFS, Natureserve) 

 
•   - NVC did not initially include the latter approach so Natureserve 

created a  new, midscale mappable unit concept called “Ecological 
System”, which is finally being integrated back into the NVC 
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The problem with the traditional NPS ecological approach is that it is too expensive to do for an entire continent.  Remote sensing based approaches are needed but were not accommodated by the classification-based NVC, so Natureserve and US Forest Service (LANDFIRE) came up with a new kind of mappable unit (ecological systems) and from that experience are planning to link it into the NVC at a level corresponding to a “group”, but focused on management instead of taxonomy.   A question then arises, how different are the maps that these 2 approaches produce, and what are the different conservation planning needs that they might be important for?



NVC data available as downloads & websites 

• National Park Service Vegetation: https://science.nature.nps.gov/im/inventory/veg/ 

• Calif Fish & Wildlife Veg Data (BIOS viewer) https://map.dfg.ca.gov/bios/ 

• USFS LANDFIRE: http://landfire.cr.usgs.gov/viewer/viewer.html 

• Natureserve Ecological Systems USA:  http://www.landscope.org/ 

• USGS GAP Landcover: http://gapanalysis.usgs.gov/gaplandcover/viewer 

• USGS Global Ecosystems: http://rmgsc.cr.usgs.gov/ecosystems/dataviewer.shtml 
   (USA, Africa, South America) 

 
• All reflect similar map designs and practices 
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Existing data availability is via traditional file download, and a group of online map viewers based mainly on different flavors of esri’s gis servers but with some common design approaches, driven mainly by the constraints of large datasets.

http://landfire.cr.usgs.gov/viewer/viewer.html
http://www.landscope.org/
http://rmgsc.cr.usgs.gov/ecosystems/dataviewer.shtml


NVC data release and online maps 

• Download files can be massive, billions of cells 
• Different web sites, some work  
• Websites & Data are bound, you can’t use them 

  with your data, on your desktop, or on your  
  mobile 

• Online maps were designed as opaque basemaps,  
not overlays. Users cannot see the landscape or  
familiar features when using them.      

• Map Services are a more recent approach 
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What is common?  For downloads, raster files are often largeRaster data can only be symbolized and served as solid colors, so the viewers have to use them as the basemap.You can only access these online maps from their specific website.Map Services and Web Platforms are a more modular approach



What is a Map Service? 
• A way to encapsulate hosting & serving spatial data in raw vector or 

raster formats behind standard API’s so that multiple modular apps are 
possible. 

• Architecture for a standard COTS platform for access to large & 
complex spatial data at local-network speeds. 

• An integral part of current desktop GIS & workflows by professionals 
• A FISMA-compliant collaboration platform that manages data integrity 

and multiple enterprise users according to secure open standards. 
• Permits the existence of generic COTS applications for offline field 

work from any device, for conservation planning, for landscape design. 
 

Fast, cheap and in control 
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What do I mean by a map service as opposed to maps on a website? A Service is based on what professionals do in GIS:  to paraphrase roboticist Rodney Brooks, professionals require GIS services that are fast, cheap, and controlled.Would be good to have a single way to search for and directly use NVC gis data, and then be able to plug it in directly to any existing custom application.



Providing Mapping, Analysis, Data  
Management, and Collaboration 

Available on the Open Web . . . 
. . . and On-Premises 

An Integrated  
Web GIS Platform ArcGIS 

Desktop Web Device 

Server Online Content 
and Services 

Portal 
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ArcGIS is an integrated Web GIS.   Web GIS isn’t just GIS on the Internet, it’s also on premises. It provides mapping and analytics and data management and, increasingly, collaboration. This diagram shows services from servers or online sources, organized in a portal, providing access to apps and devices or in a browser or in a desktop. This architecture can be implemented completely on premises. Or, the architecture can be implemented in the open web, or you can do hybrids of the two.



Reqiurements for a global NVC map overlay service 

• Must be multi-scalar, useable as an overlay on different basemaps 
• Must be as fast as local data regardless of size of dataset 
• Must expose raw spatial vectors and attribute data 
• Must support field devices and offline access and editing    
• Regardless of source, must defend the NVC hierarchy: an alliance that 

belongs to one formation at a base scale cannot jump to another 
formation at higher scales because of changes in source. 

• Must accommodate BOTH existing vegetation mapping with rapid 
update cycles, AND the (relatively) more permanent integrated terrain 
unit / biophysical unit / potential mapping 
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Would be good to have a single way to search for and directly use NVC gis data, using Platform and Standard CatalogsWould be better still if standardized always-on map services could be built for the variety of NVC mapping projects being done.Would be best of all, if the service could be directly utilized by all of the existing apps without requiring any modifications.With this kind of technology supporting it, could NVC be the ideal candidate to be an ecological cadastre?�



NVC Overlay Design 

• Opaque basemaps ok for the specialist.  For the rest, overlays 
are better so users can use a landscape they know and add the 
specialist’s interpretation on top of it. 

• Overlay design is all about transparency 

Without a point of reference, there is no point of interest 
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Cartography is an art of making spatial data easier to understand. While rasters are great for analysis, they don’t offer much for cartographic design.  Changing the opacity of raster can help expose an underlying layer but but only if your raster has just a few different colors.  NVC classifications are typically in the thousands.



NVC Cartographic Design 

• Anderson & Patterson developed widely used “naturalistic” 
palettes for solid color national landcover mapping 

• A natural color boundary on an overlay 
however, can blend into the background  

• Need to therefore honor the tradition but 
vary just enough so boundaries will be 
visible and different from adjacent colors 

• Same basic principle applies to labelling 



NVC Labelling Design 

• Boundary symbologies can handle 20-80 different  
colors depending on the basemap and the user 
 

• NVC classes in the  
thousands, so need a  
supplemental map layer  
to help identify classes  
 

• Standalone Labelling  
Services are needed, with 
natural color outlines 
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NVC classifications are typically in the thousands, across 8 different levels of hierarchy. That’s a lot of names.Label outline colors help labels stand out and help differentiate what each label service is referring to



NVC Map Attributes 

• Raster maps typically  
single-value, hard to create 
informative or designed  
popup reports for a  
casual map user 
 

• Service needs to support 
flexible designs for  
popup reports and  
additional database tables   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With proper database design, popup reports can link directly into other hosted ecological databases, such as those provided by Natureserve Explorer, USNVC, Vegbank and Encyclopedia of Life.



NVC Map Utility 

• Finally, all of these 
services need to be 
fast and easy to turn 
on and off, from any 
device or app, from 
simple browsers to 
full GIS desktops, so 
I can zero in on the 
raw data if I want to 

•    
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Presentation Notes
A basemap and overlay work best when the casual user can understand intuitively what you are trying to tell them about their landscape.



Creating NVC Map Services 

• Very simple for NPS and CNPS/CDFW projects already in vector 
format: 

• Service design must preserve original data structures and 
projections yet still deliver fast access from a single endpoint 

• Cartographic design to apply some simple common standards 
and labelling without removing ability of user to readily change 
and customize 

• Service needs to accommodate raw plot and point survey data 

Presenter
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Current versions of esri’s desktop applications allow this kind of publication to happen with a single mouse click.  Very simple.



Vectorization Design for Large Rasters 
• Formally apply the stated minimum mapping unit of 0.5 ha to enforce a 

minimum sample size for mapping a class of n=4 (.36 ha) 
• Group cells contiguously allowing single shared edges in order to best 

preserve long linear classes like riparian 
• Keep all data in original projection to best preserve original area 
• The map must portray spatially what the NVC is hierarchically:  derive all 

generalized higher-level map products from a single set of base-level 
vectors, the same way NVC is built up from Associations. 

• Scripted in python for open release, written for multi-threaded multi-
instance workflow 

An analytical model is not a cartographic service 
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Several thousand lines of python code.  Many months to complete the first vectorization and simplificationDiscussions underway at esri to explore how to do this within a single view in real time.



Multi-Instance python code 

x = 1 
  while ( x <= len(glist)):   
    routmessage("\n\nNow Processing Tile "+glist[x-1]+"...Expect 2-3hrs/tile vectorize, 10m/tile cache..  ",1) 
    recosys(glist[x-1],glistsrc[x-1],gfieldlist) #Generate standaridized base vectors.  #CANNOT DO FINAL STAGE if SERVER IS ACCESSING POLY FEATURES 
    x=x+1   #increment the row counter 
    rsafebreak(30,"between Main Tile cycles") 
 
rgeneralize( glist) #generalize to create all macrogroup, subclass and midscale/outer scale versions. 
rmakemerge (gmacmidpath, "EslfMacMid_", glist, "MACROGROUP", ggenmacflist, ggenpath, "EslfMacMid_NWN")  #merge generalized macrogroup segments into one 
rmakemerge (gsubpath, "EslfSubMid_", glist, "NVC_SUBCLA", "EslfSubMid_SW1")   #merge generalized subclass segments into one 
rmakebigmxd(glist, glayer, 0, 36112, 36112, gpolymxd, gpolyoutmxd, "")   #Make Poly FS Service single Mxd file BOTTOM UP 
rmakebigmxd(glist, glablayer, 0, 36112, 36112, glabmxd, glabpolymxd, "LABEL")  #Make Poly Label Feature Service single MXD 
rmakebigmxd(glist, glablayer, ginscale, goutscale, 18489298, glabmxd, glabcachemxd, "LABEL")  #make Cache service from big list of tiles 
 

 

• List-based workflow scripts automate mix of production and hosting jobs 
across primary host and multiple node machines 
 

• 1500+ lines of python code 
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Will be released on esri’s open GIS platform and Github



Creating National Overlay Services from Raster 

• For USA, 8.5 billion cells yielded over 1 billion vector features 
• GIS datasets for use by the average land trust or conservation 
NGO, with average GIS skills,  shouldn’t be larger than 100,000 
features 

• Similar issues apply to online raw vector services if a speed 
equivalent to locally-stored data is to be expected 

• Need a way to segment  the dataset / nation 



Segmentation Design for Large Vector Services 
• US provisionally split into three hundred 156km segments of 24,500 

km2 each, containing 30,000 to 3 million vector features each 
• Map service still delivers a seamless continuous overlay 



Hosting Design for Large Vector Services 
• Test platforms are Amazon Services and ArcGIS Online Hosting, to 

compare on-premise & server strategies with GIS Cloud architecture. 
• Amazon services managed by new free “Cloudbuilder” tool to combine 

and optimize production, staging and hosting in a dual-instance server. 
• Uses reserved instance pricing, cheaper than elastic, yet can spin up 

to 19 additional reserved node machines if needed 
• One multi-instance m3.2xlarge server can convert lower 48 usa (8.5 

billion cells) in 1-4 weeks at cost of $300-$600 per month. 
• ArcGIS Online uses credits system and is more suited to collaborative 

workflows of finished products which it does at comparable costs. 

Presenter
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Challenge was to see if Web GIS and ArcGIS online services are a cheaper, workable alternative to on-premise hardware, for the small land trust interested in publishing their maps as services.  What administration skills and time are required?  How reliable?  



Immediately Deployable and Easily Configured 

Explorer 

 

Dashboard 

Web  
Templates 

Story Maps 

Open Data 

Web  
AppBuilder 

Support Multiple Devices 

Included as Part of  
Online, Server, and Desktop GIS Apps 

Collector 

Online - Offline Support 

Briefing Book 
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An advantage of an integrated online platform for hosting map services is all of the GIS apps that are freely available. These are things like data collectors and dashboards, or viewers, the new Explorer for ArcGIS is in this category, and lots of others.



Imagery 
DBMS 

DXF 

DWG 

COLLADA 

OLEDB 

FileGDB 

AIXM 

WaterML 

CityGML 

INSPIRE 

OneGeology 

Hadoop 
DGN 

Industry Formats  
and Models Standards 

REST 

OPENDAP 

WMS 
WCS 

CSW 

GML 

WFS 

KML 

WMTS WPS 

SLD 

GeoPackage 

SOAP 

IFC LAS 

Ensuring Data and  
System Interoperability Interoperability 

Shapefiles 

NetCDF 
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This platform also supports many open standards from OGC and WWW and ISO, as well as many other industry formats in different domains. This ensures that services, data and systems are interoperable with other geospatial technologies and the IT infrastructure in general.



Questions 
Charles Convis, esri conservation program 

(www.conservationgis.org) 
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